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DEW DROPS
Nature’s gems on blades of grass.

Dew drops sparkling on a thin blade of 
grass expose the elemental beauty of 
nature that continues to fascinate us. 
The intimately familiar, yet still charming,
shape of dew drops inspired this collec-
tion with its precise details.  
 
Lit by an internal light source offering an  
exceptional esthetic experience, the 
crystal objects, with hints of iridescence, 
adhere tightly to hand-sewn bands from 
an innovative material or high-quality 
leather.
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DEW DROPS
Nature’s gems on blades of grass.

The BOMMA Dew Drops Collection will 
surprise you with its variable installation 
possibilities and the option to create 
unique compositions in space. The 
result is always a distinct and artistic 
installation, the centerpiece gleaming 
from every
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BOMMA catalogue, 2021 visualization by Monument office
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pendant

single pendant
glass: iridiscent metal coating
fitting: vegan leather, leather

Glass options: iridiscent metal coating
Fitting options: vegan leather, leather



technical informations



DEW DROPS pendant

Design by
Boris Klimek

CERTIFICATES

All Bomma products are hand-made 
from mouth-blown lead-free crystal. 
Therefore any small bubbles, non-melts 
and irregularities in the glass are both 
proof and a characteristic feature of this 
traditional craft.
The intensity and color shade of the 
iridescent metal-coating may vary 
slightly from product to product. Small 
dots in the coating, especially visible 
after the light is on, are not a defect of 
the product.

LIGHTING DESCRIPTION

Size dia. min. 1925 max. 2525 mm, H max. 1205 mm

dia min. 75,8 max. 99,4 inch, H max. 47,4 inch

overall lenght of the luminaire 3m

Cable black, white, moca textile braid
1,8 m / 70,8 inch

Weigh 1,6 kg / 3,52 lb

Material mouth-blown lead-free crystal  
with iridescent metal coating

Mounting Materials leather, vegan leather

Protection IP 20

Nominal voltage Vtyp 34 V DC, lmax 700 mA

100-120 V / A.C. 60 Hz (USA)

Class II. EU / I. USA

LIGHT SOURCE

Type LED MCOB (7x) 23,5 W (+-5%), 700 mA

Voltage Vtyp 34 V DC, lmax 700 mA
A.C. 50-60 hz 4EU, US

Temperature 2700 K

Color index RA 90+

Dimming Dimmable with 0/1-10VDC, on demand dimma-
ble with TRIAC.

TRANSFORMER

Primary MAXI JOLLY SV DALI 50

Dimmer DALI, Push dim, 1-10 V

PACKAGING

Material Cardboard

Size 1000 × 1000 × 300 mm

39,4 × 39,4 × 11,8 inch

Origin: traditionally produced in the Czech Republic
Intellectual property license holder: Bomma Czech Republic (EU)  
represented by Bohemia Machine s.r.o.
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